
APPLICATIoN NoTE Quantifiler® Duo Dna Quantification kit

utilizing the Quantifiler® Duo Dna Quantification 
kit as a guide to efficient forensic evidence 
sample processing 

Background
forensic scientists have access to an 
increasing number of tools that allow the 
recovery of meaningful information from 
evidence items that previously yielded 
limited information. these tools include 
amplification chemistry such as the 
ampflstr® yfiler® pcr amplification kit, 
which specifically targets y-chromosome 
markers in Dna samples containing 
vastly more female Dna than male 
Dna, and the ampflstr® minifiler™ 
pcr amplification kit, which provides 
the ability to recover interpretable 
Dna profiles from degraded and/or 
inhibited samples. the development of 
these enhanced capabilities challenges 
forensic analysts to evaluate their current 
workflows and select the best tool 
available when processing a wide variety 
of sample types.

Data obtained at the quantification 
step in the workflow, along with the 
knowledge and experience of the 
analyst, can inform critical decisions 
regarding optimal analysis methods  
for each evidence sample.  

ideally, this facilitates high quality str 
data with minimal time expenditure. 
Without the ability to evaluate a sample 
at the quantification step, poor recovery 
of probative information is often not 
revealed until the profile is reviewed, 
resulting in the need to re-process a 
significant percentage of samples.

the Quantifiler® Duo Dna Quantification 
kit was designed with casework 
samples in mind. Data generated using 
the Quantifiler® Duo kit early in the 
sample processing workflow provides 
forensic analysts with more information 
to determine:

1. Whether additional sample purification 
is necessary to remove inhibitors and 
improve the potential for recovery of 
high quality data.

2. Which amplification chemistry is  
most appropriate for processing  
male:female Dna mixtures.

3. Which amplification chemistry is 
most appropriate for potentially 
compromised Dna samples.

• the Quantifiler® Duo kit 
streamlines the forensic Dna 
workflow by providing information 
that enables selection of optimal 
downstream analysis methods.

• Detection of the presence of 
pcr inhibitors allows analysts 
to re-purify samples prior to 
amplification. 

• the ability to efficiently estimate 
the ratio of male:female Dna 
guides selection of the optimal 
str amplification chemistry 
(autosomal or y-str).

• an accurate assessment of 
amplifiable Dna from compromised 
samples maximizes the information 
obtained from challenging 
evidence.



TABLE 1. Quantifiler® Duo kit configuration

Target Marker Size Dye

human Dna
 rpph1 

 (ribonuclease p rna component h1) 140 bp Vic®

human male Dna
 sry 

 (sex determining region y) 130 bp fam™

internal pcr control artificial template 130 bp neD™

in a single real-time pcr reaction, 
the Quantifiler® Duo kit enables 
simultaneous quantification of human 
Dna (ribonuclease p rna component 
h1 target) and human male Dna (sex 
determining region y target), as well 
as detection of pcr inhibitors using 
a synthetic oligonucleotide sequence 
as an internal pcr control. table 1 
illustrates the configuration of the 
Quantifiler® Duo kit.

Forensic Evidence Processing 
Decision Tree
figure 1 illustrates the processes within 
the forensic evidence sample workflow 
where information is obtained through 
the use of the Quantifiler® Duo kit. three 
pieces of information are of critical 
importance in determining the optimal 
downstream processing path:

1. the specific detection of male Dna.

2. the relative quantities of male and 
female Dna.

3. the presence of pcr inhibitors in  
the sample.

the scenarios outlined in figure 1 are 
presented in additional detail on the 
following pages to further illustrate the 

capability of the Quantifiler® Duo kit to 
assist in downstream decision making.

Scenario 1. Detection of PCR 
Inhibition in the Sample 
forensic samples originate from a range 
of substrates containing substances 
that, when co-extracted with the Dna, 
may interfere with the polymerase chain 
reaction (pcr). among the most widely 

*Internal validation studies should be conducted to determine the values and thresholds to guide STR kit selection within each laboratory.

Scenario 2. Results indicate a 
mixture of male and female DNA 
AND the ratio of male:female DNA 
is >1:10*. Proceed with autosomal 
STR analysis (e.g. Identifiler®) based 
on likelihood of obtaining results for 
the minor male contributor.

Scenario 3. Results indicate a 
mixture of male and female DNA 
AND the ratio of male:female DNA 
is < 1:10*. Proceed with Yfiler® 

analysis to ensure recovery of most 
informative data from the minor 
male contributor.

Scenario 1. IPC CT value indicates 
presence of inhibitors in DNA 
extract. Utilize information to 
determine whether additional 
purification of extract is necessary.

Scenario 4. DNA originates from a 
compromised sample containing degraded 
and/or inhibited DNA. Consider multiple 
factors in determining whether to proceed 
with MiniFiler™ analysis.
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Figure 1. forensic evidence sample workflow illustrating where information is obtained through the use of the Quantifiler® Duo kit.



recognized pcr inhibitors are heme 
compounds, such as hematin, present in 
blood samples, humic acid, a component 
commonly encountered in samples 
deposited on soil or plant material, and 
indigo dye, commonly encountered in 
stains extracted from denim materials. 
an artificial (not found in nature) 
internal pcr control (ipc) template is 
incorporated into the Quantifiler® Duo  
kit and acts as a positive pcr control. 
the kit is formulated such that an 
increase in the ipc ct value signals 

the presence of pcr inhibition. the 
similar size of the amplicons provides 
a balanced pcr reaction, which avoids 
competition and enables reliable 
detection of the presence of pcr 
inhibitors and correlation of the ipc ct 
with the resulting str profile from the 
sample. this is evident from the data in 
figures 2 and 3.

figure 2 illustrates the ipc results 
obtained for Dna samples containing 
varying amounts of hematin.  

at hematin concentrations up to 7.5 µm 
the expected ipc ct (which usually falls 
between 28 and 31) is observed. at 10 
µm hematin and above the ct values 
increase, indicating a deleterious effect 
on the pcr process.

figure 3 illustrates the profiles 
obtained from 1 ng of the Dna extracts 
containing varying amounts of hematin 
using the ampflstr® identifiler® pcr 
amplification kit. the data demonstrates 
the predictive value of the ipc results 
generated using the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit. a decline in the profile quality is 
observed for samples with amounts 
of hematin exceeding 10 μm. in this 
instance, the ipc data can prove valuable 
in determining that additional purification 
is warranted prior to str amplification. 
the ipc results from the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit assay provided reasonable predictions 
of samples that would produce lower 
quality str profiles due to the presence 
of the pcr inhibitor (e.g., the sample 
containing 15 μm hematin).

Scenario 2. Male:Female  
DNA Mixtures
sexual assault evidence is among the 
most common evidence type submitted 
to crime laboratories for analysis. 
intimate body samples and clothing 
worn by victims and perpetrators of 
sexual assault crimes often contain 
mixtures of bodily fluids containing 
spermatozoa and non-sperm cells, 
which can be differentially lysed, 
resulting in distinct Dna profiles from 
each contributor. it is not uncommon, 
however, to encounter mixed bodily 
fluids that are not amenable to such 
separation, such as saliva mixtures. 
the ability of the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit to detect both total human Dna 
and human male Dna specifically 
allows a determination of the ratio 
of male to female Dna in a sample. 
this information can be extremely 
valuable in determining whether highly 
discriminating autosomal str analysis 
will produce interpretable results for the 
male contributor to the mixture.Figure 3. identifiler® kit profiles obtained from 1 ng Dna containing varying concentrations of hematin.

Figure 2. ipc ct values obtained for sample extracts from human male blood containing a range of  
hematin concentrations from 0 to 40 μm.



TABLE 2. Quantifiler® Duo kit results obtaineD from an approximately 1:1 
mixture of male anD female genomic Dna anD the corresponDing single 
source reference samples

Sample Male DNA Human DNA  Male:Female 
 (SRY) Quantity (RPPH1) Quantity  DNA Ratio 
 (ng/µl) (ng/µl)

male reference 0.228 0.236 1:0.04

evidence sample 0.229 0.507 1:1.21

female reference nD 0.217 0:1

nD = not detected

Figure 4. identifiler® kit profile generated from a 1:1 ratio of male:female Dna. the alleles originating from the male contributor are highlighted. some of these 
alleles are shared by the female contributor.

table 2 illustrates the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit results obtained from a mixed Dna 
sample generated from purified genomic 
Dna combined to approximate a 1:1 
ratio of male:female Dna and the 
associated reference samples.

the Quantifiler® Duo kit results verify 
that the evidence sample contains 
approximately a 1:1 ratio of male:female 
Dna providing a reasonable probability 
that testing with an autosomal kit such 
as identifiler® will result in interpretable 
results for the male contributor. figure 
4 illustrates that the resulting identifiler® 
mixture is consistent with the 1:1 ratio 
predicted using the Quantifiler® Duo kit. 

Scenario 3. Low Male:Female  
DNA Mixture Ratio
in the processing of sexual assault 
evidence, situations arise such 
that the male contributor’s Dna 
represents the minor contribution to 

the mixture. in some circumstances, 
the existence of male Dna is, of 
itself, a meaningful result. the ability 
to detect minor contributor alleles in 
profiles generated by autosomal str 
analysis is generally limited to those 
samples where the minor contributor 
represents, at minimum, 5-10% of 

the total Dna in the sample. samples 
with a male contribution of less than 
5% of the total Dna in the sample 
will benefit from analysis with a y-str 
amplification kit such as the ampflstr® 
yfiler® pcr amplification kit to recover 
discriminating information.



TABLE 3. Quantifiler® Duo kit results obtaineD from an approximately 
1:1000 mixture of male anD female genomic Dna anD the corresponDing 
single source reference samples

Sample Male DNA Human DNA  Male:Female 
 (SRY) Quantity (RPPH1) Quantity  DNA Ratio 
 (ng/µl) (ng/µl)

male reference 0.021 0.020 1:0

evidence sample 0.033 30.980 1:949.30

female reference nD 0.021 0:1

nD = not detected

Figure 5. yfiler® kit profile generated from 1:1000 male:female Dna mixture.

Figure 6. identifiler® kit profile generated from 1:20 male:female Dna mixture. only a single source female profile was obtained. 

table 3 illustrates the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit results obtained from a male:female 
mixture where the female Dna is in vast 
excess of the male Dna.

in this instance, the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit results indicate that approximately 
30 pg/µl of male Dna is detected in 
the presence of approximately 30 ng/µl 
of female Dna, about a 1:1000 ratio. 
most analysts would forgo an autosomal 
approach for this type of sample, as 
meaningful results are unlikely to be 
recovered, choosing instead to proceed 
with y-str analysis. the ability to make 

this selection at the quantification  
stage is critical as, in this example,  
the presence of male Dna may have 
gone undetected.

figure 5 illustrates the recovery of a  
full yfiler® kit profile obtained from this 
sample using the male Dna quantity as 
a guide to Dna input amount.

figure 6 illustrates the identifiler® kit 
profile obtained from a 1:20 mixture  
of male:female Dna. When the female 
Dna was presented at a 20-fold excess 
of the male Dna, only a single source 
female profile was obtained.

Scenario 4. Degraded/Inhibited  
DNA Samples
samples submitted for forensic Dna 
analysis are recovered from a wide 
variety of circumstances, including 
mass disaster scenes, human remains, 
and exposure to harsh environmental 
conditions. it is not uncommon that, 
through the combined effects of 
time and exposure to Dnases, Dna 
degradation reduces the viability of 
recovery of meaningful information.  
in the Quantifiler® Duo kit, the amplicon 
lengths for the male-specific sex-
determining region y (sry) and the 
ribonuclease p rna component h1 
(rpph1) human target have been 
optimized for better predictability in 
terms of quantifying amplifiable Dna.  
the sry primers target a region of 
130 bp, whereas the rpph1 primers 
target a region of 140 bp. these 
amplicon lengths better reflect the 
lengths of str amplicons generated 
during downstream amplification, 
and are consistent with the 130 bp 
ipc amplicon resulting in similar 
responses to inhibitors. therefore, the 
quantification results obtained using 
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the Quantifiler® Duo kit provide a more 
realistic estimate of amplifiable human 
Dna than quantification systems that 
rely on shorter targets or alternative 
methods that measure all sources of 
Dna (including non-human) in a sample.

Dna samples degraded with increasing 
quantities of Dnase i were amplified 
with the identifiler® and minifiler™ 
kits to assess the ability to obtain 
interpretable profiles. an example of 
the identifiler® kit profile obtained from 
a Dna sample degraded with 0.05 
units of Dnase i is shown in figure 7. 
based on the Quantifiler® Duo kit results 
for total human Dna quantity, 1.0 ng 
of Dna was added to the identifiler® 
kit reaction. as shown in figure 7, the 
profile demonstrates the “ski slope” 
pattern characteristic of degraded Dna 
templates. however, interpretable data 

is recovered and the resulting profile  
is not off-scale at the low molecular 
weight end — a reflection of 
quantification results which realistically 
estimated the amount of amplifiable 
Dna in the sample.

the same degraded Dna sample was 
amplified with the minifiler™ pcr 
amplification kit. the minifiler™ kit 
targets those loci which have amplicon 
sizes greater than 200 bp in the 
identifiler® kit, shortening the amplicon 
size range to increase the recovery of 
these loci. When 0.25 ng of degraded 
Dna was amplified with the minifiler™ 
kit, a full profile was obtained as 
illustrated in figure 8. the target input 
amount was decreased due to the 30 
cycle amplification protocol used for 
the minifiler™ kit.

although the data obtained using the 
Quantifiler® Duo kit cannot be used 
to predict the extent of degradation, 
the quantification results obtained 
from degraded samples provided 
interpretable, high quality profiles using 
both the identifiler® and minifiler™ kits. 
analysts should select the amplification 
kit that will provide the greatest amount 
of discriminating information based  
on their knowledge of the sample  
(e.g., is there evidence of inhibition,  
or is the sample size limiting such that 
only one amplification reaction may  
be performed?).

Conclusions
the Quantifiler® Duo Dna Quantification 
kit is designed to streamline the 
workflow of the forensic casework 
analyst by providing information that can 
be used to guide downstream sample 
processing. results obtained with the 
Quantifiler® Duo kit provide an indication 
of the presence of inhibitors, allowing 
analysts to re-purify samples prior to 
consuming precious evidence samples 
for amplification. the Quantifiler® Duo 
kit results allow a complete assessment 
of male:female Dna mixtures, providing 
male Dna quantities as well as an 
estimate of the ratio of male:female 
Dna, which allows the selection of the 
appropriate str amplification chemistry 
(autosomal or y-str). the similar 
amplicon sizes of human and human 
male Dna targets provide reliable 
mixture ratios. finally, the Quantifiler® 
Duo kit provides an accurate assessment 
of amplifiable Dna from compromised 
samples, maximizing the information 
obtained from challenging evidence.  

Figure 7. identifiler® kit profile obtained for a sample degraded with 0.05 units of Dnase i.

Figure 8. minifiler™ kit profile obtained for a sample degraded with 0.05 units of Dnase i.


